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Cover Photo
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Subject :Pacific Spiny Lumpsucker at Redondo

New Members
Welcome to the Club! You’ve joined one of the most active and social dive clubs in the region.
Lauri DeVore

Ashley Stewart

Steve Swanlund

David Bryan

Kelly Davis

Kristin Pederson

As you can tell from Meetup we have a steady stream of activities going on for divers of all
experience and skill levels. You are also invited to attend the monthly club meeting. The
meeting is a great opportunity to meet club members in person, hear from interesting speakers,
and get into the swing of things. Details are on the Meetup site.
First time dive hosts will receive a 5 fill air card from Lighthouse Dive Center.
• If you get 6 Club members to attend you will also earn a 10 fill card from the dive shop of your
choice.
•

That’s almost $100 for very little work, but lots of fun. Everybody wins!
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February Monthly Meeting
Wednesday, February 7, 2018
1519 Alaskan Way South, Seattle WA

US Coast Guard Puget Sound Hq Tour
This is a very unique and special club meeting. We will
not be meeting at our usual place, but at the US Coast
Guard Headquarters. Here are the details.
•

What we'll do
This will be a visit to the US Coast Guard Puget Sound Headquarters. To open, Chris
Wetzel, USCG will provide an overview of recent diving accidents he has handled (all
commercial). Next, Linda Sturgis, Sector Commander, USCG Puget Sound will provide members of a tour of the facility's command center/vessel traffic. Finally, if time
permits, we will tour a boathouse and possibly board a 45 foot rescue boat.
Justin McClellan will put up a safety sausage near the entrance - look for it.

•

What to bring
The USCG facility is a secure government facility, so people MUST SUBMIT INFORMATION IN ADVANCE TO BE PERMITTED TO ENTER. Note that this is not a background check - it is just some basic information. PLEASE SUBMIT THIS AS SOON
AS POSSIBLE!!! We need everyone's details no later than February 5th, and the
earlier the better.
Here is the link to the form (cut and paste if it does not come up as a link): https://
goo.gl/forms/FZq3RFCBHjtXlAss2 . You just fill it in and submit it online. Voila!

•

Important to know
There is plenty of parking inside the gate, since most folks will have gone home for
the evening. It is OK to park in spots that say they are reserved for specific ranks or
positions.
The official location is: 1519 Alaskan Way South, Seattle WA.
This is a secure area with special restrictions. Visitors MAY NOT bring their phones
into the Command Center. There will be lockboxes outside the restricted area that
folks can leave their phones in, or they can leave them in their cars.
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President’s Message
My mother’s nickname was “The Enforcer”.
This was in part, because she would remind us about deadlines for things we needed to do. And so, like mother – like
daughter I will remind you about renewing your membership
for 2018. (Thank you to those who have already done so.)
And it’s not like reminding you to clean your room. What’s the
fun in that? Renewing your membership means that you can
continue to be a part of a fun and enjoyable group of people
who regularly hold dives all over the Puget Sound, Salish Sea
and even across the globe. And get invited to pretty darned
interesting programs, like the upcoming tour of the Coast Guard station in Seattle!
Last month our members hosted an average of more than 2 dives a week in sites suitable for
newer divers as well for those with years (decades) of experience. North Side, South Side,
Seattle Side, Boat dives, Night Dives. Lots of dives! We also held our dive planning party this
past weekend at the MaST Center at Redondo and generated many more for the coming
months.
Speaking of Redondo we just learned from the Washington Scuba Alliance (WSA) that the
recently signed State budget includes significant funds for improvements at Redondo to make it
a recognized dive site. Read more about this in this issue! Very exciting news indeed.
Other changes that you may have noticed recently are in the Meetup website. These are
beyond our control and some members have not been too happy about the ability to navigate
through and to post discussions. Let’s just make the best of it and continue to use it for what it
does still do a very good job of for us – which is in making it easy to post, host and join dives!
That is, after all, our mains focus. Dive, dive, dive!
On another note, you will have recently received a survey about a logo for our Club. It’s not
easy to find a simple graphic that can encapsulate all the feelings we have about diving and the
unique marine environment we have. And to put it into something that is understandable by “us
the divers” as well as non-divers. And that can be put in T-shirts, caps, and on our web-page.
So we really appreciate your participation in the survey.
And now, that is enough from me. There are some great, informative and entertaining articles
to read and many gorgeous photographs in this issue that await your viewing and appreciation!
All from our membership! Thank you!
Myra Wisotzky
President
Marker Buoy Dive Club
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***Important*** Membership Renewal Instructions
Renew your membership by paying the $35 annual dues.
No new forms or waivers are required. If you have become a new member since the beginning
of November, you're already paid into the new year. Membership fees also cover club expenses such as rental of our meeting and social event spaces, club benefits (free air cards for dive
hosts) and supporting dive community projects such as Alki Cove 2 maintenance.
To pay your 2018 dues, please do one of the following:
1. Send your payment to treasurer@markerbuoydiveclub.org via PayPal (preferred), or
- https://goo.gl/Zb1FCf
2. Send a check to: Marker Buoy Dive Club, PO Box 31163, Seattle, WA 98103, or
3. Bring a check or cash to any of our regular monthly club meetings and hand it to a board
member.
That’s it! Once that’s done, you are renewed and ready to continue diving with our active dive
club!
In addition, now is a good time to make sure that your information is up-to-date so that we can
use electronic voting as well as maintain an up-to-date roster! In order to do that we need everyone’s real name and email address on your Meetup profile. Your phone number is also helpful for inclusion in our member roster. If you haven’t done this already, please complete the following steps:
1. Log-in to Meetup.
2. Click on “My Profile” in the top right of the page.
3. Click on “View Profile”.
4. Under your name in the middle of the page, click on “Edit Profile"
5. Make sure your answers to all the Profile questions are completed including real name,
email address and, optionally, phone number.
6. Click on “Save” at the bottom of the page.
Note, your personal information is only used for club purposes and will not be disclosed to third
parties by the club.
If you have questions, feel free to send Justin McCellan an email through Meetup.
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Last Chance to Donate Gear to Families in Fiji
Former long time member of our dive club, Bob Goddess, now lives in Fiji. An Interesting
historical fact is that Bob is the one who changed the club’s name from “Marker Boys “to
“Marker Buoys” back in the 70’s when it became clear that women were becoming an
important part of the club.
He is now asking if any of us have masks, snorkels, or fins we are able to donate to families
in Fiji who have very little money. They depend on the sea for food to feed their families.
If you have items to donate, this is your last chance. There are two options for getting them
to Bob.
Bring them to the February club meeting and give to Fritz or Joyce Merkel
Or
• Make arrangements to give them directly to Fritz and Joyce anytime up to the
February 12th. Fritz and Joyce will be giving them to Carol Murren to give to Bob
Goddess.
•

Below are Bob’s emails to our club member Carol which describe the need much better than I
can.
Dear Carol,
Would you be kind enough to ask members of the dive club if anybody has any fins, masks, or snorkels they can donate. I know of several disadvantaged families that depend on seafood as the mainstay of their diet. The boys are most in need of fins. Not the old heavy black rubber things such as
rocket things as they are simply too heavy and weight for me to transport back to Fiji
Hopefully club members might have some workable old snorkeling gear they are willing to part with for
a good cause.
I return back to Seattle in late January and will be there for about one month.
Below is a brief synopsis of the three families am trying to help.
Family 1: Single dad with five children to feed. Wife passed away. Working and earns approximately
US$45 weekly.
Family 2: Married man. Wife has no skills and thus unemployed. 3 young children. Husband earns
approximately US$50 weekly.

Family 3: Married farmer. Very difficult year for farming. 3 children in school. Minimal income.
All 3 families are depending greatly on seafood in their diets as meats are unaffordable. None have
fins. Only one has a snorkel. All have old leaking masks. All have very simple homes with outhouses
and wood fires for cooking. None have electricity.
Would love some equipment donations from MBDC members. What a wonderful way to help feed
some needy families.
Thanks so much, Bob
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Highlights of Dive Planning Party
At MaST Center in Redondo
January 27, 2018
Photos by Joyce and Fritz Merkel
Though the weather had been a tad stormy that afternoon, the meeting place was dry and
comfortable. This very special venue for dive planning party was brought to us by the always
generous Randy Williams and Randi Weinstein. Great space with almost too much to look at.
We did manage to plan a few dives despite the engaging distractions. Mostly we had a
wonderful time visiting with old and new friends. A huge thanks to the Randy(i)’s.

Redondo before the meeting—photo by Randy Williams
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Diving from Bayahibe, Dominican Republic
by Justin McClellan

When your college friend from 20 years ago, who has 9 lifetime dives since 1992, suggests
the two of you spend winter break diving in the Dominican Republic, you say ‘yes,’ even if it’s
at a general resort with an onsite dive shop and service.
Iberostar Hacienda Dominicus is one of many resorts on the south shore of DR, but that
doesn’t stop Dressel Divers Bayahibe from filling a dive boat each day for local reefs and
wrecks. They offer several packages as well as single day trips. Jim and I took advantage of
the discounted online booking that brought us 11 dives in various parts off the Dominican
Republic’s south shore.

Our first dives brought us to two wrecks not far from resort (most dives are within 20 minutes).
Not much life on these wrecks, but it was clear that several species of fish take refuge around
its bulk and within the narrow places found there. We finned through window casings and
subsequent rooms, and peered into the places we could not fit. After 3 passes I was done with
wrecks.
I’m not an historian, so the hulk did little to impress me. Maybe if the visibility had been clearer
I could have seen more of this ship. The coral reef surrounding the wreck did not look too
healthy. Brown and broken it was and with few fish to call it home. Having spent no time in this
area, I started to worry about the overall condition of the reef.
However, that night’s reef dive relieved me of those fears. El Deseo hosts a complex
ecosystem whose members came out in force that night. Zooplankton danced in our torch
beams, and numerous basket-stars unfurled their tendrils to catch as many as each beam
could hold. Flamingo Tongues dined on corals. Spotted morays hunted. Spiny lobsters

crawled out of their lairs. Trumpetfish wait under the fronds of golden crinoid. Fish unidentified
by us finned in every direction. Nightlife thrives there.
The curtains of darkness rolled back wide the next
day revealing the expanse of the reef. As
expected, fewer fish swam about during
daylight hours, but that did not stop the creole
wrasse or schoolmasters from schooling or the
Pederson cleaner shrimp from opening their shops
to any customer looking for a gill-acure. (see what
I did there?)
The dive service, Dressel Divers, does not run like
dive resorts I’ve been to before. Each day a boat
fills with different divers and dive masters. I didn’t
get the camaraderie built from a week of diving with the same small group of divers I’ve
enjoyed from other dive vacations. Still, the dive masters who work there share common
attributes: they all love diving, they all want to share their reef with you, they all want a safe
dive, and they all come from other countries. Carlo came from Italy; Chloe, from Switzerland,
and Tayi from Argentina, to name a few.
After a few dives and with several dive
masters it finally occurred to me that my
normal tipping procedure was not going to
work well. At dive resorts you stick with one
DM for the week. Not here. I asked Carlo
about it. “Dive masters appreciate the tip
each day,” he told me, “because it lets them
know they’ve done a good job.” The daily tip
is normal for Dressel’s business model. So,
the next day Jim and I came prepared and
tipped
Veronica,
DM-in-training
who
accepted it graciously. In fact, the expression on her face showed… surprise. Was this her first
tip?
After a few coral reefs near the south shore, we motored farther afield and turned to Catalina
Island (just south of La Romana – 2010 census population of 127,000) for a wall dive. Despite
the potential depth of 100ft, our DM Tayi explained during the dive briefing that there are no
differences in critter strata below 60 feet, so we might as well bisect the wall and stick above
60 feet. More bottom time, right?
A lone schoolmaster with a bitten chunk out of its side follows us for a while before turning
away. At our depth I can clearly see the surface and then down to maybe 120ft depth. There
are surprisingly fewer fish on the wall than the reefs. I look for large beasts cruising the deep
blue, but neither a fin nor form break the blank blue slate.
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Tayi honks her underwater dive alert and
motions us the intent to rise to the reef atop
the wall and all the life it holds. A porcupinefish hovers above brain coral, butterflyfish
glide around a barrel sponge, and a wee
trunkfish flutters in and out of the safety of a
nearby hole. I ease back and spy a plastic
bag on the coral below me. I reach down
and, lacking any pockets on my BCD or
wetsuit, I stuff the bag up my left arm sleeve.
Then I spy another bag and know just where
to put it. The divers next to me begin picking
up other bags and bottles, but we stop as we
crest the next rise of coral and behold a vast collection of sunken garbage. There’s far too
many items for us to pick up. Its mass could probably fill several boats.
“It’s an area in need of conservation efforts,” DM Chloe tells me later. Despite the island’s
designation as a National Monument, refuse still winds up there. She’d like to see the dive
shop offer clean-up dives to that very site. “Call if reef restoration or dive-for-debris. I’d like to
take that task on.” This intent will become a reality this February or March when Dressel Divers
Bayahibe launch their strategic plan to include seabed cleaning dives. Judging from our
meager efforts that day, I can name 8 people that would sign-up for such a dive. What to do
with that refuse is still a mystery to me having not found much information on the web. I did find
that La Romana does conduct a recycling contest wherein groups and business in the area
create art from potential garbage. The resort at which Jim and I stayed won first prize in June
2017 for their project “Green is Back.”
Our last morning of diving brings us
back to site El Deseo. A multitude of
fish species dart, fin, or hunt among
the complex coral and sponge
community that shelters various
invertebrates from shrimp to crab to
worms and cucumbers. It’s like
swimming in a garden at the height of
spring with blossoms, birds, and
insects all busy with their cycle of life.
This is what the healthy coral reefs of
the DR are supposed to be like. Too
bad they can’t all be like that, I sigh.
After 48 minutes of 82oF, current-less
bliss, we all gather at the surface and await our boat. I ask Carlo to translate this site’s name,
and he tells me simply: The Wish. Yes, that pretty much sums it up.
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One of My Favorite Pieces of Gear
By Ron Richardson
Diving is the most gear intensive activity I’ve done. And I say that as a hunter, camper,
recreational shooter, and martial artist. All of those endeavors come with their own pile of stuff,
it’s true. But you don’t have to have gloves and mouth guard to be a martial artist, timers and
home loading are not required to shoot, and the whole idea of much camping/hunting is to take
and use as little gear as possible. No one wants a pack that is heavier than it has to be.
But diving is different, for me. A good portion of the joy I get from diving comes when I have
perfectly distributed my gear across my body. Everything is as trim as I can make it, nothing is
dragging in the dirt, and my hands can find each piece of equipment without help from my
eyes. I am an aquatic Batman, while diving, and that is much fun.
Given all that it might surprise you to learn that one of my favorite pieces of gear never hits the
water. In fact, it’s more than a piece of gear, it’s an entire custom made system and it fills me
with happiness every time I use it. I mean, the down side to all that gear is as universal as the
task we all face after ever dive; everything that hit the salt water has got to be rinsed off after
getting wet.
The Problem
We all face that question, how to get the salt water off our kit to preserve it for future uses.
And, here in the Seattle area, a hose outside the house really isn’t a good option. After
spending an hour or three in 45 degree water the last thing I want to do is spend another 45
minutes, at night, in the rain, rinsing off my gear. I’m too old for that and, after one of those
early hunting trips went wrong and I spent the night in a snow ditch, I don’t like to be cold.
Furthermore if one is cold and uncomfortable while one is cleaning the gear the cleaning job
will be impacted. As I considered how I would answer the rinsing question I pondered that
truism and considered the other end of the issue, where would all that rinse water go if I were
not outside? Well, where is water supposed to go inside the house? Down a drain, and with
that realization the plan for my custom rinsing and drying system exploded in my head.
The Solution
Really, calling it a ‘custom designed system,’ is an example of the old marketing guy coming
out in me. To be direct, I installed some hooks above the bathtub and adjoining shower in my
master bedroom, hung a length of chain from those hooks in loops, as you can see in the
pictures, and that has made my rinsing life a joy. But it sounds better when I call it a custom
system and it is true that how I use it is as fun for me as its existence.
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So I’m home from a two tank dive at Sund Rock. The low water temperature came in at 40
degrees and the air was about 38 degrees. Even in a dry suit, and after a few drinks from the
Mug O’ Happy (dive with me to learn about it) I am internally chilled. No garden hose for this
gear cleaning machine.

The Process
First I start filling the bathtub with *warm* water. While that is happening I hook my regulators
up to their respective tanks and then lay them down in the tub to soak under pressure. My
camera, light, dive computer, and mask all go in the tub as well and I spend the time while the
regs soak uploading my dive to the electronic dive log, getting all the batteries plugged in to
recharge, and rinsing the BDC in the shower, with *warm* water. Did I mention I don’t like to be
cold?
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It is all so easy! The BCD hanger on a chain means I
don’t have to hold my BCD while I rinse it, or put water
into the bladder to clean that out. With my removable
shower head I can easily put the water where I need it.
After about ten minutes of soaking the regs come out of
the tub and I give the second stages a rinse in the
shower, again hanging them from the chain to make
things easy. Then they get hung to dry on the shower
wall separating it from the bathtub while I now give the
BCD a quick dunk and then hang it to dry, and drain,
above said tub. Repeat with my fins, weights, and dry
suit, while the gloves and hood soak in the tub, and
within about 30 minutes of getting home everything is
clean and I’m warm the entire time. Now that’s what I call
a system.

I can just hear about half of you saying, “That’s great but my wife would never let me do it,”
while the other half says, “Not in my house you don’t.” And you all are probably right. I’m a very
lucky man for my Linda. She loved the elegance of the design and the functionality it provides.
But just about all of my friends who have seen it have all said the same thing, “Linda must
really love you, to let you do this.”
But wait, there’s more!
Now note that these are the same friends who will visit the house, see three or four computers
taken apart across the dining room and never say to Linda, “Ron must really love you, to let
you do this.” And that has provided an interesting lesson. It’s a privilege for us men that folk
don’t tend to look at the design or tidiness of our house as a reflection of us as a person, in the
way they tend to do to women. Women are often burdened by the knowledge that many people
will see that pile of mess in the home as a reflection of their worth is a way that isn't true for
men. Not only does my custom hanging system make rinsing and drying my gear easy,
comfortable and quick. Not only does it display my cool toys so I can see them every time I
walk through the bathroom, getting a jolt of “I’m an aquatic Batman!,” with each passing. But it
also helped to give me an insight into male privilege. All that for the cost of some garden chain
and hooks from the hardware store. Not a bad deal, when you consider it.
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Regulator Cleaning
With permission from Dive Training Magazine
Taking proper care of your gear is important for your safety and to protect your equipment
investment. Dive gear, especially the regulator system, is sturdy stuff. By establishing a
routine that includes a few simple steps to clean your regulator after each dive, it will stay in
good condition for your next outing.

Water, Water
Rinsing the scuba unit in fresh water after each use is a simple yet important maintenance
routine all divers should establish. A thorough rinse is especially important if you have been
diving in salt water because salt crystals can damage dive gear. An immediate rinse is not as
critical if your dive was in fresh water. However, the gear needs rinsing as soon as possible
to remove any dirt or debris that has gotten on the gear.
This can be a challenge when fresh water isn’t readily available. Many of us dive in salt water
from charted boats that have a limited supply of fresh water on board. Typically, one bucket
is designated exclusively for cameras while another rinse bucket is for dive gear. They are
usually clearly marked but, when in doubt, ask the crew. A full fresh-water rinse of the scuba
unit might not be possible until the boat is back at the dock, but whenever possible, give your
regulator a quick dunk in a bucket of freshwater or a spray with a hose and then repeat with a
more thorough cleaning when you have greater access to fresh water. Most dive shops and
marinas have a dedicated water supply and/or rinse tank for cleaning the gear.
Some shore diving locations may have rinse facilities but most don’t. Some avid shore divers
bring jerry jugs of water and/or a small cooler to the dive site, so they can soak their
regulators immediately after use.

Rinsing your Regulator: 3 Methods
There are three methods commonly used for soaking/rinsing dive gear. The first method is to
rinse the entire scuba unit with a hose while it is still attached to the tank and the air is still
turned on. If a large fresh water rinse tank is available, a second method is to place the entire
pressurized unit in the water to soak. The third method involves removing the regulator from
the tank before rinsing it.

[ONE] Gently spray the entire scuba unit with water to remove any dirt or salt residue.
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Rinsing your Regulator With a Hose
Using a hose for a fresh-water rinse is the first method of cleaning our gear. The scuba unit
should still be fully assembled and turned on. First, gently spray the unit to remove any dirt or
salt residue (Photo 1). Now individually rinse each part of the regulator. Run a gentle stream
on the regulator first stage (Photo 2).

[TWO] Use a gentle stream of water to rinse debris and salt residue from the regulator.
Now guide a stream of fresh water into the regulator mouthpiece while moving it from side to
side allowing water to drain from both sides of the exhaust tee (Photo 3). During this process,
avoid depressing the purge button when rinsing even though the system is pressurized.
Remember, rinsing the scuba unit while pressurized helps prevent water from entering the
system and causing any damage.

[THREE] Guide a stream of fresh water into the regulator mouthpiece allowing water to drain
from both sides of the exhaust tee.
Rinse the gauge/computer console and the swivel connection where the gauge attaches to
the hose (Photo 4). Rotate the console while streaming water around the entire outside. Repeat this step on both second-stage regulator hoses and the low-pressure buoyancy compensator (BC) inflator hose.
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[FOUR] Rinse the gauge/computer console and the swivel connection where the gauge
attaches to the hose.

Fresh-water Rinse Tank
The majority of dive resorts and dive shops have a dedicated gear rinse area with a large
tank available. After diving, you can submerge your entire pressurized unit in the rinse tank
and then give it a thorough rinse with fresh water. If unable to soak the entire pressurized unit
in the rinse tank, at least place the second-stage regulator in the water and swish it back and
forth so water can flow through the mouthpiece and exit through the exhaust tee.

Disassembled Regulator Rinse
In some instances it is not possible to thoroughly rinse the regulator unless it is removed from
the scuba tank valve. After removing the regulator from the tank, carefully dry the dust cover
and place it over the first-stage air inlet. Now finger tighten the yoke screw to secure the dust
cover (Photo 5). This keeps the water from entering the first stage when rinsing the regulator.
From this point on, use the same procedure listed above under the topic of rinsing with a
hose.

[FIVE] Make sure the dust cap is securely covering the first-stage air inlet before rinsing or
soaking the regulator system.
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When using a rinse tank, first coil the regulator into a circle, keeping the first stage slightly
higher than the second stage when possible. Swish the second-stage regulators back and
forth so water can move through the chambers. If the area is crowded with fellow divers, you
may only have time for a quick rinse. If the rinse tank is relatively empty of gear, leave the
regulator in the tank to soak for several minutes to help dissolve salt crystals. After cleaning
the regulator in the tank, we always give it an extra rinse with fresh water to wash off any
remaining salt residue left in the water from other gear.
Related Skill Video: Rinsing your BC
After a vacation with numerous dives, give your dive equipment a thorough soak and rinse
after returning home. Always allow the gear to dry completely away from direct sunlight before
storing it in a cool, dry place. By properly maintaining your equipment and servicing it on a
timely basis, you will be able to enjoy many safe, trouble-free dive vacations.
Story and photos by Barry and Ruth Guimbellot
Special thanks to Bruce Brown for obtaining permission to reprint this article
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Plans for Redondo Dive Site Upgrade
By Randy Williams

Washington Scuba Alliance has news about the long range plans to upgrade the Redondo dive
area. As many know, we have held three public meetings at the MaST Center regarding what
we at WSA have been working on.
There are no actual "dive sites" recognized by the WA State Dept of Natural Resources.
Redondo has been a long time project to change that status. A number of us on the WSA
board have spent long hours and miles to get an artificial reef constructed at Redondo. We are
making progress!

DNR knows full well what's on the bottom at Redondo. Most of it is plastic junk and does need
to come out. Not everything is coming out. The public meetings were held to dispel some
misconceptions about the area. All that feedback from the dive community is great info that we
can use to negotiate with DNR. The plan is to build a series of rock piles around the north and
deeper NW area of Redondo. WSA proposes to build this out of natural stone. We have had
success with a technique of removing marine animals and transplanting them to a better
area. We did this with the pilings at the Maury Island gravel dock. Many organisms were
moved to the rocky boulder field prior to the removal of the old pilings and the pier. This is
what we're planning and proposing to DNR for Redondo. We are NOT going into the bottle
field area. That's outside the proposed and current boundary area.
The Redondo area is one of the "No taking of octopus" zones around Puget Sound. We're
proposing to expand that are a bit to the North and to the west and NW. This then becomes a
plan to actually get this zone to be "leased" to the city of Des Moines at NO COST. There is
no cost involved because it isn't being utilized for a business operation. Having the area leased
makes it protected against future potential development (think...i.e, a Ferry terminal).
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The following is from an Email sent out by Mike Racine, WSA board member. Mike is a wizard
when it comes to dealing with the state.
"I’m happy to report the Washington state capitol budget passed the legislature late last week
and was signed by Governor Inslee. Funding of $500,000 for the dive site at Redondo Beach
was part of the budget. Senator Karen Keiser was instrumental in helping us secure this investment in recreation infrastructure and the dive community. If you have a minute, it would be
nice to send her a thank you note. Her email is karen.keiser@leg.wa.gov "
"We have a presentation on the project to the Des Moines City Council scheduled for Thursday
February 22 at 7:00pm. Councilmember Matt Mahoney was key to getting us access. Thank
you Matt! It would be very helpful if you attended the presentation in support of the
project. The lease that defines the dive site will be held by the City of Des Moines. They have
to agree to hold the lease. They need to know the dive community supports the project. "
"We’ll be meeting with staff from the Aquatic Resources Division at DNR next week. This is
where we start getting into the nitty gritty regarding some of the issues we discussed at the
public input meetings, particularly the physical site boundary, lease terms, what stays, what
goes, and where we might do other types of mitigation such at tire removal north of Saltwater
State Park. We will keep you posted regarding the content of those discussions.
"Rus Higley had a discussion on Monday with several landscape architect professors/graduate
students from the University of Washington regarding the project. I’ll ask Rus to send a status
report on that.The MaST Center will be leading the scientific study efforts on the site. Our hope
is the dive community can provide a significant component of the underwater data
acquisition. One of the pitfalls of citizen science is that it is often not well-coordinated with the
resource management agencies who have authority and responsibility to manage aquatic
resources. To that end, we will be soliciting input from marine and habitat scientists from WA
Dept. of Fish & Wildlife, NOAA Fisheries, and the US Fish & Wildlife Service to help us design the
scientific inquiries. These inquiries are required for permitting and also present an opportunity
to study what happens when you build a man-made rocky reef in Puget Sound using natural
materials. We didn’t do much (really any) of that kind of study at Saltwater State Park, and
intend to do a better job at Redondo. The upshot of it all is that we hope there is real science
for the diving community to participate in."
OK, I continue...
Nothing is yet to be cast in stone, rock, concrete...whatever. This does mean the project is
now able to really get moving. Lots of details yet to be negotiated, etc. Our goal at WSA is to
get this plan in motion, make a solid plan to create precedence for future dive areas to be
established and protected
Senator Kaiser and the City of Des Moines and the Des Moines Arts Comission are firmly on
the side of the recreational dive community. THAT'S A GOOD THING!
More to follow as it becomes clearer to what is going to happen.
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Single-Leg Exercises for Divers
By Sue Bream
It may be a brief moment, but balancing on one leg while putting on your fins in the water can
be challenging, to say the least. Stepping over logs to get to the water can also be interesting
when you have all of your dive gear on. Why not spend some time on land honing in on your
sinlge leg balance?
Balance Basics
From a very early age we start working on balance. Just watch a baby or toddler, and you are
reminded of how much of your early life is spent learning the art of balancing!
Balance is controlled by three key systems in your body: Visual system, vestibular system,
and proprioception. When we close our eyes during a balance exercise, we lose that input
from the eyes to the brain, thus creating a balance challenge. Darkness can also create this
sort of challenge. The vestibular system is controlled by the inner ear. Some people wind up
with vertigo because of loose crystals in the inner ear, for example, from a hit to the head, like
a fall.
I feel that the biggest balance challenge for us as divers is due to our proprioception, or lack
thereof. Proprioception is your body’s awareness of it’s place in space. It works based on
feedback from your muscles and joints.
Add These to Your Workouts
In a previous article, I wrote about some balance progressions, such as standing on a flat
surface on one leg. From there, you add rotations and ultimately closing your eyes. Here, I
would like to offer you a few ideas for some functional exercises that you can do at the gym or
at home.
Single leg row: Rowing is a whole topic for
another newsletter, but if you are familiar with
rowing exercises, performing them on one leg is
much more challenging than on two. Try a
single-leg cable row at the gym. Stand on the
opposite leg from the arm that is pulling the cable.
Alternatively, hook up an elastic tubing to a fixed
object such as a stair railing.
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Single leg deadlift: Also known as
Romanian deadlift, you are basically
staying nice and straight with your spine
(neutral) and hinging at the hips to lift a
weight on and off the floor with the
opposite arm.
This works your
backside. You want to avoid twisting
and rounding your back. You also want
to keep some knee bend. This can be
done with a kettlebell, dumbbell, or
anything else that as some weight. Start light until you get the form down, and go up in weight
from there. A good start is 10-20 pounds. If you aren’t comfortable with a weight, start without
one.
Single leg reaches: This can be very challenging. Essentially, you stand on one foot and
bend that knee to reach for, touch, or pick up, an object. Keep your back as neutral as you can
while bending and reaching.
For more
challenge, place the object slightly askew
instead of straight in front of you.
Notice that the man in the picture is keeping
his back nice and straight versus rounding it
to reach.

Not only will you be better able to deal with balancing with your dive gear on, you will also get
stronger and more fit by doing these exercises. What more can a diver want, aside from good
viz, great critters, and warm hands!

Sue Bream is an ACSM and ACE certified Personal Trainer, certified Pilates instructor, ACE
certified Health Coach, as well as avid scuba diver.
Questions?
Email her at
sue@suebreamfitness.com.
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Shooting Gallery
Photos Sue Bream

Camera: Olympus M5 Mark 2
Lighting: Sea & Sea YS 110 and Olympus
UFL-1 strobes
Settings: f/5.6; 42mm; 1/125 sec; ISO 200
Subject: Scalyhead Sculpin
Location: Point Defiance West Wall

Camera: Olympus M5 Mark 2
Lighting: Sea & Sea YS 110 and
Olympus UFL-1 strobes
Settings: f/4.7; 28mm;1/125
sec; ISO 200
Subject: Wolfeel pair
Location: Day Island Wall
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Photos by Bob Bailey
Camera: Canon EOS Rebel T2i
Settings: f/11; 1/160 sec, ISO 200
Subject: Squat Lobster
Location: Howe Sound, BC

Camera: Canon EOS Rebel T2i
Settings: f/13, 1/160 sec, ISO 200
Subject: Nanaimo Nudibranchs
Location: Howe Sound, BC

Camera: Canon EOS Rebel T2i
Settings: f/8; 1/125 sec; ISO 200
Subject: Crinoid on a Boot Sponge
Location: Howe Sound, BC
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Photos by Steve Metzner
Camera: Olympus OMD-EM5 MarkII
Lens: 60mm macro
Lighting: Dual Sea & Sea
DS02s at 1/2 manual power; Weefine/Kracken
Ringlight 3000 at full power
setting
Settings: F/11; 1/100 sec;
ISO 200
Subject: Anemone
Location: Mukilteo, under
the dome in horrid viz conditions . An O/W class had
just swooped through.

Camera: Olympus OMD-EM5 MarkII
Lens: 60mm macro
Lighting: Dual Sea & Sea
DS02s at 1/2 manual power;
Weefine/Kracken Ringlight
3000 at full power setting
Settings: F/11; 1/125 sec; ISO
200
Subject: Red Octopus
Location: Redondo
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Photos by Fritz Merkel
Camera: Olympus EPL-3
Settings: f /5.6; 1/50 sec; ISO
250
Subject: Ledge
Location: Day Island

Camera: Olympus EPL-3
Settings: f/5.6; 1/50 sec; ISO 250
Subject: Joyce Merkel
Location: Day Island

Camera: Olympus EPL-3
Settings: f/5.6; 1/50 sec; ISO 250
Subject: Wolfeel with Seastar
Location: Day Island
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Photos by Steve Kalilimoku
Camera: Olumpus EPL-1
Settings: F/5; 1/60th sec; ISO 600
Subject: Ashley completing her first dive
Location : Redondo

Camera: Olumpus EPL-1
Settings: F5.6,1/50th sec, ISO-320
Subject: Ribbon Snailfish
Location : Redondo

Camera: Olumpus EPL-1
Settings: F/5.6; 1/50th sec, ISO 320
Subject: Snake Prickleback
Location : Redondo
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About Marker Buoys
The Marker Buoy Dive Club of Seattle meets at 7:00 PM, the first Wednesday of each month
(except July, which is our annual picnic) at the Sunset Hills Community Center, 3003 NW 66th St.
98117 in Ballard. The Marker Buoy Dive Club is one of the most active dive clubs in the Pacific
Northwest. Membership level is over 200. Our members include some that are new to diving or to
the Seattle area as well as those with over 1,000 dives in their log.
In addition to hosting many dives each month, monthly meetings are held at the Sunset Community Center in Ballard. Monthly meetings give members an opportunity to give reports on club dives
of the previous month, information on upcoming dives, and occasionally slide and video presentations of dives. A guest speaker related to scuba diving, the marine environment, or something of
interest to divers is featured every month. Club-sponsored activities include over 100 dives each
year, dive planning parties, an annual picnic, and an annual banquet.

General Club Policies
Diver’s Education

Weight Belt Replacement Policy

The club will reimburse members $15 for
successful
completion
of
advanced
certification courses that increases the member’s competency and safety. Limit of 3
reimbursements per club member per
calendar year.
Courses that qualify are
advanced diver, rescue diver, dive master,
instructor, nitrox, DAN O2 Provider, and initial
First
Aid
&
CPR
(non-renewal).
Reimbursement for other courses subject to
board approval. Just show proof of course
completion to Joan Hansen, Treasurer, for
your reimbursement.

The club will reimburse any member who ditches
weights in what they consider an emergency
during any dive, anywhere. The reimbursement is
for replacement cost of all items ditched and not
recovered, up to a maximum of $150.

Meet Up/ Marker Buoys
Join our members only on-line web group!
Find a last-minute dive buddy, ride, or
directions to a dive, trip reports, as well as our
newsletters:
http://www.meetup.com/Marker-Buoy-Dive-Club/

Sponsor a Dive, Earn an Air Card
Dive hosts receive an Air Card good at local dive
shops when 6 Marker Buoy members participate
on the dive. The Club Oxygen Kit counts as a
buddy as long as one member of the party is O2
trained. Limit of 1 Air Card per club member per
calendar month. The club has two O2 kits currently with Fritz Merkel and Steve Kalilimoku.
To request an air card, complete the
“Dive Host Air Card Request Form” and submit it
to the Treasurer, Joan Hansen.

Membership
Members must be a certified diver and 18 years
or older. Any certified diver under 18 is welcome
on club dives if a parent is a club member and
comes as their buddy.

Marker Buoy 2017 Board
President: Myra Wisotzky
Vice President: Steve Kalilimoku

Treasurer: Joan Hansen
Programs: David Riley

Webmaster: Dave Ballard
Event Director: Andrea Naert

Secretary: Justin McClellan

Newsletter: Joyce Merkel

Refreshments: Catherine Knowlson
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